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Abstrat. Palindromes are those redued words of free produts of groups
that oinide with their reverse words. We prove that a free produt of groups
G has innite palindromi width, provided that G is not the free produt of
two yli groups of order two (Theorem 2.4). This means that there is no
a uniform bound k suh that every element of G is a produt of at most k
palindromes. Earlier the similar fat established for non-abelian free groups.
The proof of Theorem 2.4 makes use of the ideas by Rhemtulla developed for
the study of the widths of verbal subgroups of free produts.
Introdution
Let G be a group and S a generating set of G with S−1 = S. For eah x ∈ G
dene the length lS(x) of x relative to S to be the least k suh that x is a produt
of k elements of S. The supremum of the values lS(x) is alled the width of G with
respet to S and is denoted by wid(G,S). In partiular, wid(G,S) is either a natural
number, or ∞. In the ase when wid(G,S) is a natural number, every element of G
is a produt of at most wid(G,S) elements of S.
Generally speaking, the study of the widths of a given group provides very useful
information for understanding of the struture of the group, for various ombina-
torial, algorithmi and model-theoreti problems onerning the group et. The
onept of the width provides also a sort of `measure' for generating sets: the
greater the width a partiular generating set S gives, the less `massive' appeared to
be S inside the group it generates. With this point of view suh phenomena as, for
instane, the niteness{under ertain natural onditions{of widths of all verbal sub-
groups of linear algebrai groups [6℄, the inniteness of widths of verbal subgroups
in various free onstrutions [1, 4, 5, 7℄, and the niteness of the width of the sym-
metri group of an innite set relative to any generating set [3℄ are of onsiderable
importane.
The paper [2℄ examines the primitive and the palindromi widths of a non-abelian
free group. Traditionally, attributes like `primitive' and `palindromi' refer to the
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elements of the orresponding generating sets. Thus, for instane, the primitive
width of a free group is its width relatively to the set of all primitive elements.
Palindromi words or palindromes an be dened for all free produts of groups (in
partiular, for free groups) as follows. Let
(∗) G =
∏
i∈I
∗
Gi
be a free produt of groups. The palindromes assoiated with the free fatorization
(∗) are those redued words of G that are read the same forward and bakward. It
is lear that G is generated by palindromes. Then the palindromi width of G is the
width relative to the palindromes.
It is established in [2℄ that the palindromi width of any non-abelian free group
is innite. Moreover, the paper [2℄ ontains a sketh of the proof of the inniteness
of the palindromi width of any free produt of groups at least two of whih are
innite.
In the present paper we deal with arbitrary free produts of groups. It turns out,
that almost all free produts have innite palindromi width; the only exeption is
given by the free produt of two yli groups of order two, when the palindromi
width is two.
We would like to point out a ertain similarity between the study of the palin-
dromi widths of free produts we are undertaking and the study of the widths
of verbal subgroups of free onstrutions. Indeed, like generators of a given ver-
bal subgroup, all palindromi words are struturally alike. As the reader shall see
this makes possible the appliation of the methods developed by Rhemtulla in [7℄
speially for the study of the widths of verbal subgroups of free produts.
Let G be a free produt of groups. In Setion 1 we onsider the ase, when
one of the free fators of G ontains elements of order at least three. We then
use some of the funtions introdued by Rhemulla in [7℄ to onstrut a so-alled
quasi-homomorphism, say, ∆1 whose values at palindromes are bounded by 2. A
funtion ∆ : H → Z, where H is a group, is said to be a quasi-homomorphism, if
for all x, y ∈ H
∆(xy) 6 ∆(x) + ∆(y) + onst.
At the next step we show that ∆1 is not bounded from above. It then follows that
G has innite palindromi width, sine for eah k ∈ N the values of ∆1 at words
whih are produts of at most k palindromes are uniformly bounded from above.
The denition of ∆1(g) is rather tehnial and we just note that the value ∆1(g),
where g ∈ G is a redued word, somehow reets the information on ourrenes
the subwords of the form a . . .a and a−1 . . .a−1 in the word g, where a is a xed
element of order at least three from one of the free fators of G.
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In Setion 2 we study the ase, when there are no elements of order greater
than two in the free fators of G, but there is a free fator that has at least two
non-identity elements, say, a and c. Then, like in Setion 1, we onstrut a quasi-
homomorphism ∆2 that vanishes at palindromes and unbounded from above. This
time, the value ∆2(g) at a given element g ∈ G, reets the information on the
ourenes of the subwords of the form a . . . c . . .a in g.
The authors would like to thank Vladimir Shpilrain, Oleg Belegradek and Oleg
Bogopolsky for helpful disussion.
1. Case I: elements of order > 3 in one of free fators
Let
(1.1) G =
∏
i∈I
∗
Gi
be a free produt of groups. Any non-identity element g of G an be written as a
redued word
g = v1 . . . vn,
where vk are elements of free fators Gi and for every k = 1, . . . , n− 1 the elements
vk and vk+1 lie in dierent free fators. The elements vk are said to be the syllables
of g. Conversely, if v1, . . . , vn are non-trivial elements from the free fators Gi and
for any k the elements vk, vk+1 are members of dierent fators, then the produt
v1 . . . vn is a non-identity element of G. The number of syllables of a redued word
g ∈ G is alled the length of g.
One may rewrite the syllables of g in the reverse order, obtaining thereby the
non-trivial element
g = vn . . . v1
of G. We all an element g a palindrome assoiated with the free fatorization (1.1)
if
g = g.
It is helpful to observe that eah palindrome an be written in the form
(1.2) g = hvh
where h is a redued word and v a syllable of g; so that h represents the reetion
of h relative to the entral syllable v.
Clearly, the elements of the free fators Gi partiipating in a deomposition
G =
∏
i∈I
∗
Gi
are palindromes. Thus G is generated by palindromes, and one an dene the
palindromi width of G as the width of G relative to the set of all palindromes.
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As we noted in the Introdution, the palindromi width of a free produt is almost
always innite. We begin therefore with the desription of the only exeptional ase.
Claim 1.1. Let G = A ∗ B be a free produt of yli groups of order two. Then
the palindromi width of G is two.
Proof. Let A = 〈a〉 and B = 〈b〉. If a redued word g ∈ G begins with a, then
g = (ab)k or g = (ab)ka
for a suitable k ∈ N. It is easy to see that any word of the form (ab)ka is a
palindrome. Any word of the form (ab)k = (ab)k−1a · b is a produt of two palin-
dromes. 
The bulk of this setion is devoted to the proof of the inniteness of the palin-
dromi width of a free produt of non-trivial groups G = A ∗ B suh that one the
groups, say, A has elements of order at least three. In the next setion we onsider
the ase when both fators A,B of the free produt A∗B have no elements of order
> 3, but one of the fators has at least three elements. We shall see later that the
general ase an be easily redued to the ase of a free produt of two groups.
In both of the desribed ases we shall be atually able to prove that the width of
G = A ∗B relative to some superset of the palindromes, onsisting of palindromi-
like words, is innite. Clearly, this will imply the inniteness of the palindromi
width of G. With this idea in mind, we introdue the following dention.
Assume that C is a subset of A∪B. Consider the alphabet X = C ∪ {ω}, where
the symbol ω belongs neither to A, nor to B. For every redued word
g = v1 . . . vn
of G we dene the word α(g) over the alphabet X by replaing the syllables of g that
are not in C by ω. We then all the word g a C-palindrome if α(g) is a palindrome
over the alphabet X (that is, α(g) `reads the same bakward and forward' as a word
over the alphabetX .) It is worth mentioning that any palindrome is a C-palindrome
for every C ⊆ A ∪B.
Applying the idea of representation (1.2) of palindromes, we see that a typial
redued C-palindrome looks like
(1.3) hvh˜,
where v is a non-trivial element from A∪B, h is a redued word of G and h˜ denotes
an arbitrary word whih is, say, the result of a `poor' reetion of the word h, that
is, if
h = v1 . . . vk,
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then
h˜ = v′1 . . . v
′
n
and vi ∈ C implies that v
′
n−i+1 = vi. Let us stress that ˜ denotes a one-plaed
prediate, not an operation, like the symbol .
Proposition 1.2. Let G = A ∗B be a free produt non-trivial groups suh that A
ontains elements of order > 3. Then the palindromi width of G is innite.
Proof. Let us x a non-identity element a ∈ A of order greater than two. We
have that a
−1 6= a. We are going to nd a quasi-homomorphism ∆1 : G → Z
that takes reasonably small values at {a,a−1}-palindromes (and onsequently at
palindromes.)
Let
g = v1 . . . vn
be a redued word of G. Suppose that there are at least two ourrenes of the
aforesaid xed element a in g. If vi = a and vj = a are onseutive ourrenes of
a in g, then we all the subword
vi+1 . . . vj−1
by an a-segment of g [7℄. The length of this segment, the number j − i− 1, is odd
as the reader may easily see. The a
−1
-segments of the redued words are dened
in a similar fashion.
For example, a word
ab1ab2a1b3a
−1b4ab5a
−1
where bi are non-identity elements of B and a1 ∈ A \ {a,a
−1} ontains two a-
segments, namely,
b1 and b2a1b3a
−1b4
of length 1 and 5 respetively and one a−1-segment of length 3, namely, b4ab5.
For eah k ∈ N we dene the following two funtions on the set of all redued
words of G:
dk(g) = the number of a-segments of g of length 2k + 1
and
d∗k(g) = the number of a
−1
-segments of g of length 2k + 1.
For every k ∈ N set also
tk(g) = dk(g)− d
∗
k(g).
The funtions dk, d
∗
k and tk were introdued in the paper [7℄ by Rhemtulla.
Clearly, for every redued word g ∈ G
dk(g) = d
∗
k(g
−1)
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and onsequently
tk(g) + tk(g
−1) = 0.
Lemma 1.3 ([7, Lemma 2.11℄). The formula
tk(gh) = tk(g) + tk(h) ∀g, h ∈ G
holds for all but at most 9 natural numbers k.
Now we are ready to onstrut a desired quasi-homomorphism. Let g be a redued
word from G and let
∆1(g) =
∞∑
k=0
rk,
where rk > 0 is the remainder of division of the number tk(g) on 2 (note that only
nitely many terms of the above series might be non-zero.)
It follows immediately from Lemma 1.3 that
(1.4) ∆1(gh) 6 ∆1(h) + ∆1(h) + 9 ∀g, h ∈ G.
So that ∆1 is a quasi-homomorphism.
Lemma 1.4. If g ∈ G is an {a,a−1}-palindrome, then ∆1(g) 6 2.
Proof. Aording to (1.3) a redued word g whih is an {a,a−1}-palindrome is
hvh˜
for some h ∈ G and a non-trivial v in A ∪B. Clearly, for all k ∈ N
dk(h) = dk(h˜).
We laim therefore that for all but at most two k ∈ N
dk(g) = 2dk(h).
Indeed, the `new' a-segments that are not in h or in h˜ an our, if
g = u1au2vu˜2au˜1,
where v 6= a and a before v indiates the last from the left ourrene of a in h,
or, if
g = u1au2au˜2au˜1.
Assuming that |u2vu˜2| = 2m+ 1, we have in the rst ase that
dm(g) = 2dm(h) + 1.
In the seond ase, letting k denote the natural number with |u2| = 2k + 1, we get
dk(g) = 2dk(h) + 2
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In partiular, we see that for at most one natural l the value dl(g) is odd. The
similar argument applied to the a
−1
-segments of g proves that for at most one
r ∈ N the value of d∗r(g) is odd. Thus at most two of the values tk(g) might be odd,
whih ompletes the proof of the Lemma. 
Lemma 1.4 and (1.4) imply immediately that for every g whih is a produt of
at most k {a,a−1}-palindromes (palindromes)
∆1(g) 6 11k − 9.
Now we prove that ∆1 is not bounded from above. It suÆes to nd a sequene
(gn) of elements of G suh that the sequene (∆1(gn)) is innitely inreasing. For
all natural n > 1 set
gn = vwvw
2 . . . vwnv,
where
v = ba and w = ba−1
and b is a non-trivial element from B.
For every n > 2 we have
gn = gn−1(ba
−1)nba = g′n−1a(ba
−1)nba.
Thus gn gains only one `new' a-segment of length 2n + 1 to be added to the a-
segments of gn−1. This leads to
d0(gn) = 0,(1.5)
d1(gn) = . . . = dn(gn) = 1,
dk(gn) = 0 ∀k > n
for all n > 1.
For every n > 1, further, the word gn has a
−1
-segments only of length 1 and 3.
Hene
(1.6) d∗k(gn) = 0 ∀k > 2
for all n > 1. Combining (1.5) and (1.6), we arrive at the inequality
∆1(gn) = r0 + r1 + n− 1 > n− 1
valid for all n > 1 (reall that rk is the remainder of the division of tk(g) on 2.) So
that the sequene (∆1(gn)) is innitely inreasing, as desired. The Proposition is
proven. 
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2. Case II: two non-identity elements in one of free fators
We onsider now the remaining ase of free produts of two groups.
Proposition 2.1. Let G = A ∗ B be a free produt of groups, where |A| > 3 and
|B| > 2 and both A,B ontain no elements of order > 3. Then the palindromi
width of G is innite.
Proof. It follows from the onditions that all non-identity elements of A and B are
of order two. This implies that A and B are abelian, and hene |A| > 4. Thus we
may pik up two distint non-identity elements a and c from A.
We shall onsider {a, c}-palindromes of G and shall prove that the width of G
relative to those is innite. This will imply the inniteness of the palindromi width
of G. We shall one again exploit the ideas of Rhemtulla's paper [7℄.
Sine a
−1
-segments are no longer useful, we work instead with a-segments that
ontain a unique ourene of c; suh an a-segment looks like
(2.1) ∗ . . . ∗︸ ︷︷ ︸
m
c ∗ . . . ∗︸ ︷︷ ︸
n
where there are no ourrenes of neither a, nor c among syllables ∗. We all a
segment (2.1) an a-segment of type (m,n) if m is the number of syllables before,
and n is the number of syllables after c.
The following funtions on the set of redued words of G were introdued by
Rhemtulla in [7℄:
dm,n(g) = the number of a-segments of type (m,n) in g,
tm,n(g) = dm,n(g)− dn,m(g),
where m,n are arbitrary naturals.
Lemma 2.2 ([7, p. 581℄). (i) For all pairs of natural numbers (m,n) we have that
the formulae
dm,n(g) = dn,m(g
−1),
tm,n(g) + tm,n(g
−1) = 0,
hold for eah redued word g in G;
(ii) for all but at most 8 pairs (m,n) of naturals we have that the formula
tm,n(gh) = tm,n(g) + tm,n(h)
holds for eah pair g, h of redued words of G.
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This, as above, advies the following hoie of a quasi-homomorphism to establish
the inniteness of the palindromi width:
∆2(g) =
∑
06m<n
tm,n(g).
The mapping ∆2 is a quasi-homomorphism, sine by Lemma 2.2
∆2(gh) 6 ∆2(g) + ∆2(h) + 8
for all g, h ∈ G.
Lemma 2.3. Assume g is an {a, c}-palindrome. Then ∆2(g) = 0.
Proof. By the general desription (1.3) g is of the form
hvh˜,
where v is a non-identity element of A∪B. Calulating the value of ∆2 at g we are
interesting only in those a-segments of type (m,n) for whih m 6= n. Now
1) if an a-segment of type (m,n), say,
au1cu2a
ours in h, then its `reetion' in h˜ is
au˜2cu˜1a
and hene it is of type (n,m) and vie versa;
2) the ase, when the entral element equals a may bring a `new' a-segment of
type (m,n), but also neessarily a `new' segment of type (n,m);
3) nally, if the entral element is c, the only `new' a-segment of type (m,n)
that may our in suh a onguration is of type (k, k) for some k ∈ N.
Summing up, we see that for all pairs (m,n) of naturals with m < n
dm,n(g) = dn,m(g).
Hene tm,n(g) = 0 for all suh pairs, and ∆2(g) = 0. 
Lemma 2.3 implies that for any word g whih is a produt of at most k {a, c}-
palindromes (palindromes) we have that
∆2(g) 6 8k − 8.
Now we are going to nd a sequene (gn) of elements of G with
lim
n→∞
∆2(gn) = ∞.
A non-trivial element f whih is not equal to a, c an be found in A. Take also
some non-trivial b ∈ B. For all n > 1 let
gn = vwvw
2v . . . vwnv,
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where v = babc and w = bf. The element g1 whih is equal to
vwv = babcbfbabc
ontains the unique a-segment of type (m,n), where m < n, namely, the segment
of type (1, 3). Thus
∆2(g1) = 1.
Let n > 1. We have
gn = gn−1w
nv = g′n−1vwnv = g
′
n−1babc(bf)
nbabc.
Then gn aquires the (only) `new' a-segment of type (1, 2n+1) to be added to the
a-segments of gn−1 of types (1, 2k + 1), where k = 1, . . . , n− 1. This proves that
∆2(gn) = n
for all n > 1. The proof of the Proposition is now ompleted. 
Theorem 2.4. Let
(2.2) G =
∏
i∈I
∗
Gi
be a free produt of non-trivial groups. The palindromi width of G with respet to
the palindromes assoiated with the free fatorization (2.2) is innite if and only if
at least one of the free fators has more than two elements or there are at least three
free fators. The palindromi width of the free produt of two yli groups of order
two is two.
Proof. The ase of a free produt of two groups is subjet of Claim 1.1, Proposition
1.2 and Proposition 2.1. Suppose now that G is a free produt of at least three
groups. Let i0 be an index from I. Set
A =
∏
i6=i0
∗
Gi and B = Gi0 .
We have that
(2.3) G = A ∗B
and then G is a free produt of two groups, one of whih, namely, A, is innite. Then
the width of G relative to the palindromes assoiated with the free deomposition
(2.3) is innite. On the other hand, the set of all palindromes assoiated with (2.2)
is ontained in the set of all palindromes assoiated with (2.3). The width of G
with respet to the former set must be therefore innite. 
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